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SWITCHING PORTAL VENDORS:
Learn why North Country Healthcare
abandoned its newly-implemented patient
portal to go with Medfusion.

In 2012, North Country HealthCare—a federally qualified health
center in Northern Arizona—signed a contract with Kryptiq (now
SureScripts) to supply its patient portal capabilities. While the
portals went live at several of the Center’s 14 clinic locations over
the next two years, adoption was spotty at best.
 
“Some of our clinics that went live had less than 20 patients on the
portal — even after several months. The staffs were frustrated with
the lack of training, poor functionality and workflows, among other
issues, and therefore, they
did not actively work to get patients engaged,” said North Country
EHR Application Specialist Anabel Ledford.
 
After many fits and starts, Ledford took over the strategic
implementation roll-out process to the clinics but met great
resistance from her staff. Word of the frustrations of earlier
implementations had spread to the other clinic sites, so Ledford
had no choice but to begin looking for another portal vendor.
 
In the fall of 2014, one of Ledford’s co-workers went on the
Centricity™ Healthcare User Group (CHUG) site and watched a
demonstration of Medfusion’s portal capabilities and shared the
demo with Ledford.
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14 Clinic Sites

Business Challenge
Client started roll out of a new patient
portal to multiple clinic locations but
abandoned the project due to
functionality issues and staff frustration.

Hightlights
Easy implementation
Superior user interface, intuitive
design
Improved workflows
Outstanding training, customer
support
Patient engagement best practices
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“We could not believe our eyes; the system had everything we wanted and was a dream come true,”
Ledford said.
 
The next step would be convincing North Country leadership to “rip and replace” the installed
portals. Ledford scheduled a demo with the chief medical officer (CMO) and chief financial
officer (CFO). Both liked the product, and while the CFO was a big fan of the online bill pay
capability, she reminded Ledford that a new portal was not in the budget.
 
So, with the assistance of her manager, Health Information Technology (HIT) Director Sean
Clendaniel, Ledford reached out to Alliance of Chicago—a practice management company
that provides HIT services to North Country—to see if they could help her negotiate a deal
with Medfusion.

Anabel Ledford
EHR Application Specialist

Our customer relationship
manager (CRM) from Medfusion
came on site to provide us with
training, and we rolled out the
portal at our first clinic in
February.
Our providers and staff were
happier right out of the gate. The
user interface was intuitive, and the
workflow was easier and made
sense to them. And everyone loved
the integration with Centricity.TM
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After a very short contracting period, Anabel and
team at
North Country began the rollout of Medfusion in
January 2015.
 
By June 2015, all clinic sites were live, and then their
CRM
helped them build out an E-mail campaign to
increase utilization.
 
“We feel that we have a partner in Medfusion and
especially with our CRM. He is always suggesting new
ideas and providing us with tools for helping us grow
patient engagement. He shares best practices with
us, and our staff is grateful for the information and
knowledge.

“I realize that changing portals seems like an overwhelming and daunting project, especially
with all of the other demands on physician practices. But, Medfusion makes the process as
smooth and pain free as possible. The Implementation Team is efficient, and Client Services
provides wonderful support,” Ledford said. “For us, it was well worth the time and effort!”
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